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ABSTRACT
This study explores problems related to knowledge sharing in the Information Age
and attempts to provide a solution for them. The primary problem revolves around
how locating the relevant information we're looking for online is becoming harder
since it is not well organized and quickly accessible within the vast internet. In
addition to that, there is more "noise" available than useful quality content. The
research delves into the use of blogging as a fast,' up-and-coming meansof knowledge
and quality content sharing amongst communities of bloggers with similar interests.
Knowledge sharing implies a bi-directional exchange of information. To read blogs is
not enough. One must start a blog and engage other bloggers with shared interests.
Therefore the study and methodology of conducting it involves implementing a blog
(usingthe opensource blogging platform WordPress), promoting it to those interested
in the topics it covers, socializing online with a community of like-minded bloggers,
and at the end measuringthe usefulness of blogging as a means of knowledge sharing
by analyzing blog participation. The implemented blog for the purpose of this study
is located at www.PassionBasedLearning.com and the blog's topic is about learning,
knowledge management and personal development.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
As more and more people get internet access and publishing content online gets
easier, finding relevant exact information will become more difficult.
Many countries are now making the move from industrial economies to knowledge
economies. [1] Forknowledge economies to function well, good knowledge workers
are the primary factor and part of being, a good knowledge worker is possessing a
decent understanding of online knowledge sharing and having the skills to engage in
it effectively.
1.1 Problem Statement
1.1.1 The Increasing Staggering Amount of Online Information
The Information Age has ushered in an explosion in the amount of content available
on the internet, and together with it countless technologies have appeared online to
help facilitate the sharing of this knowledge effectively.
There is little awareness about the significant power of these online technologies
which facilitate knowledge sharing. The untapped potential in using them is huge.
The trouble is that it's not being tapped as much as it should be. As a result, as the
amount of information increases, so will the problems in finding that which internet
users seek.
1.1.1 The Increasing Need for Effective Methods of Knowledge Sharing
An online phenomenon that has taken knowledge sharing into a whole new amazing
level is the blogosphere.
Over the past few years, thousands of blogging communities discussing all kinds of
niche topics have formed online. A huge amount of knowledge is being shared and
even created within these communities. As all of this happens, the majority of online
knowledge seekers arenot leveraging blogs and blogging foreffective learning.
1.1.2 The Misconceptions and Lack of Awareness about Blogs
Another problem is that many people have misconceptions about what blogs are.
They think they're silly online diaries teenage girls maintain about unimportant
personal topics - something which is far from true. Others think blogs have zero
credibility and shouldn't be trusted. These misconceptions should be corrected by
conducting more researches and empirical studies proving the usefulness of blogs and
also by highlighting the ones thathave a:ready been conducted successfully.
Besides these misconceptions, there are also people who are still largely unfamiliar
and unaware with what blogs are and what blogging is all about. Awareness should
be increased.
1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study
The goal is to demonstrate the effectiveness of blogging as a good means of
knowledge sharing.
1.2.1 Objectives
• Build a blog-based website about a specific topic (I chose knowledge
management and learning).
• Engagea community ofpeople sharing the sameinterests.
• Arrange and store content as it grows, by applying knowledge
management principles.
• Demonstrate the effectiveness of blogging and the blogosphere as good
ways to engage in knowledge sharing.
1.2.2 Scope of Study
The main and primary scope of this study is focused on exploring the potential
benefits blogging has as a means of knowledge sharing online (and possibly even
within organizations).
The scope of the audience of the implemented blog is students, entrepreneurs and




2.1 What Is a Blog?
A blog (also known as a weblog) is a relatively new online technology which enables
people to publish their thoughts and easily share knowledge. One doesn't need to
know programming or even HTML to operate it. [2]
Each piece of content published individually is known as a blog post. Posts are
organized in sequence based on the date they were published and are also classified











Figure 1 Example ofa blog archive
Writers of blogs are known as bloggers. Unlike discussion forums, a blogger has
control over what he/she publishes. As a result a blog ends up becoming a space in
which a blogger can comfortably express his or her personality. It's
individualist in nature.
highly
Visitors and readers of a blog have the ability to comment on each post a blogger
publishes. A lot of discussions and knowledge exchange occurs within the comments
section. The following is an example of a typical blog post.
It shows the date of publication and at the bottom displays the latest number of
comments.
1 Becoming Self-Taught
Most of the skills I use to make a living are skills I've learned on my
own: Web design, desktop publishing, marketing, personal
productivity skills, even teaching' And most of what I know about
science, politics, computers, art, guitar-playing, world history, writing,
and a dozen other topics I've picked up outside of any formal
education.
Read the rest of this entry »
23 Comments » | Postedin:Featured, lifestyle
Figure 2 Example of a blog post [3]
A blogger may also link to another blog and comment on another blogger's ideas.
This can result in a lively debate which is very public in nature. The act of linking
also contributes to the spread of traffic and readers from one blog to another.
Commenting and linking are digital forms of social interactions. It is for this reason
that blogs are often called and known as a type of social media or social software.
2.2 Knowledge Sharing and the Blogosphere
Over 120,000 blogs are created everyday [4]. Most are personal, rarely updated ones,
discussing random things from Baskin Robin's ice cream, to how cute Persian kittens
are. However some of them are authored by very active knowledgeable bloggers
focusing on specific domains of knowledge, whether it's economics, mechanical
engineering, politics, music or even knowledge management. With passing time, such
blogs sometimes become the center of passionate communities interested in the same
topic as the bloggers themselves. A lot of knowledge exchange happens on such
blogs. Furthermore, as content grows, it is relatively easy to retrieve old useful
discussions.
S2 Technorati

























Over 7p*lttfion Webtogs Tracked.
Blogosphere growth remains strong with over
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Figure 3 Blogospheregrowth [4]
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Unlike the interest-centric email lists of the early 90's, during the infancy of the
internet, blogs offer a much better format for communication, collaboration,
knowledge exchange, information retention and content organization [5]. They even
apply the use of taxonomies through the use of tagging.
Knowledge management practitioners began noticing the potential of implementing
blogs and other social media technologies (referred to as Web 2.0) like wikis and
social networking, in corporate settings only a few years ago. This has given rise to a
new niche academic field in knowledge management, known as KM 2.0. It promotes
the implementation of Web 2.0 technologies in the enterprise, and hence Enterprise
2.0.
Technologies are only one minimal aspect. Getting employees in a company to use
them is a challenging one however thanks to usually weak incentives. In the open
internet, the pool of potential users/readers is gigantic. It's not as difficult attracting
people to read, comment and exchange knowledge. The incentive for such people is
already present. It is simply non-other than a strongpassion for learning.
2.3 Blogs as Vehicles for Knowledge Management Initiatives
The massive growth of the blogosphere has caught the eyes of many people. Some of
them include members of academia who see its great potential for knowledge
management and knowledge sharing purposes [6].
Using weblogs, or blogs, as vehicles for knowledge management initiatives is
a relatively new concept, but one that has gained rapid recognition. The
earliest weblogs appeared only a few years ago. As personal journals, often
espousing individual political views or chronicling personal daily events,
blogs did not seem to fit into an organizational knowledge management
framework. Attitudes towards weblogs and uses of blogs are changing
quickly, however. In a collaborative work environment, blogs bring significant
benefits to enterprises willing to adopt the technology. Writers of blogs, called
bloggers, can add to the sum total of knowledge for research projects, share
industry and product knowledge, capture and disseminate pertinent news from
outside the enterprise, and contribute valuable insights on specific subjects.
They are particularly useful for promoting knowledge in cross-cultural
environments [6].
As the excerpt above mentions, blogging for knowledge management initiatives is
indeed a relativelynew concept. It is for this reason that there are manyskeptics. New
is untested and untested apparently is unreliable. The skeptics aren't winning
however.
Some major multinational companies have already started implementing internal and
external blogs [7, 8j. Internal blogs are ones used for collaboration and knowledge
management purposes while external ones are mainly for the purpose of public
relations. Even CIO magazine is publishing articles promoting blOgs as a better
option thanemail forcommunication in collaboration-intensive environments [5].
If your existing e-mail system makes it nearly impossible to find what you
need or effectively manage many documents, you might be ready for
enterprise blogging on your corporate intranet, according to analysts and
vendorsat the Enterprise 2.0 conference in Boston [5].
The current path we're headed on suggests that blogging as a means of effective
knowledge sharing is increasingly gaining momentum.
2.4 Using Blogs in the Field of Formal Education
It's interesting to note that experts in the field of education (which in some areas
overlaps with knowledge management and more specifically knowledge sharing)
have also noticed blogging'spotential [9]
A consultant and former chief scientist at Palo Alto Research Center, Seely
Brown spoke at a conference on technology and education at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The conference was organized to mark
the end next year of an eight-year partnership between Microsoft and MIT to
explore the use of technology in learning.
... "As you work shoulder to shoulder with other kids, all the work you do and
work in progress is done in public. So others understand what you're
thinking," Seely Brown said.
The evolution of the Internet can facilitate this approach, he said. Web 2.0
tools, such as wikis and blogs, make information sharing and content creation
easier [9].
Ideas such as the above aren't only expressed in conferences but have also been
mentioned in academic journals [10].
In this paper we report on our experience using a blog to support teacher
education. The system has been used to support communication and reflection
while students were spending a period of teaching practice. The system has
not been used, despite its potential usefulness. In this paper we reflect on this
experience to identify strengths and weaknesses of blogs in supporting
learning in the field [10].
A few academic experts even went as far as conducting empirical research to measure
the usefulness of blogging for knowledge sharing and learning purposes within a
university environment [2].
The study investigates the impact of weblog use on individual learning in a
university environment. Weblogs are a relatively new knowledge sharing
technology, which enables people to record their thoughts in diary form and
publish those diaries as web pages, without programming or HTML coding.
The research sought to empiricallydetermine whether the keeping of on-going
(web based) learning logs throughout a semester would result in better overall
student performance. This was hypothesized, because web based learning logs
appear to promote constructivist learning, provide reinforcement, and increase
accountability (non-anonymous idea sharing). Results from an information
systems undergraduate course with 31 students indicate that weblog
performance is a significant predictor for learning outcome, while traditional
coursework is not. Weblogs appear to have highest predictive power for high
and low performing students, but much less predictive value for medium
performers. Results also suggest that there is a learning effect for weblog
authoring [2].
What the aforementioned suggests is that there also learning benefits not just for
engaging other bloggers but also for authoring one's own blog. The research shows
promising results but it's one conducted within a university environment - a context
in which learning is formal. World-class academic institutions such as Harvard are
already using blogs as knowledge sharing tool [11]. The same is true for MIT [12].
Weblogs at Harvard Law School
Free blogs for the Harvard community
Weblog; at Harvard Law is provided by the Esrl-rean Center for ht*T*.et & 'Lcc-tw
at Harvard Law School as a free service to the Harvard community. Anyone with an
email address at harvard.edu. radcliffe edu. or hbs.edu can sign up instantly and
be blogging in minutes
R-estsjnlly Updated Bitxis
P.abetijahr. E*nn«t - Rtwisitr, - __
T?.-hr>:5che U^v^rsftd" Mgncheri -
Dsuts~hlanri, Technical University 2:04 am
af Miinirh - Germany
Letttrs 'rear, WitAzh 2.04 am
Horn* Is Whsr* The Heart Dwells 12:04 an-
Ooc Seails Wiblatj Apr 12
•PS jr*r Berkman
1'i.iifi-ty ill feivnr; Lew 5<fteof
Why blog .at Harvard?
• Chouse frcm over 100 themes to make your blog unique
• Customize your blog quickly and easily with widgets.
• It's easy to create a podcast, just upload mp3 tiles!
• Sophisticated spam protection with Akismet keeps out undesirables
Create a weblog —
Przltctwiiii/ Ako.iiitt • bloi^viui Vr'oreJPr.
Figure 4 Harvard blogs
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Get Your Blog Today!
Welcome to the Beta Caddie Blog Server(CBS). Browse the most ^
recent posts. The current blog roll is now on our "Community Server .
Getting your blog:
1. The first step is to register (you must be on campus)
2, Email software@mit.edu, include the username from 1.
Optional:
You can also request your own picture gallery.
Due to spam problems, new blog creation has been restricted to
members of the MIT community (students, faculty, and staff). Please
email us at software@mit.edu to request a blog.
Email us at software@mit.edu to request a blog on this server. You
can also request a forum and/or photo gallery.
Figure 5 MIT blogs
In organizations and companies ifthe task of blogging is an official part of one's job
then it becomes formal. On the internet however, blogging is completely different and
seems to result in better outcomes due to the informal nature ofknowledge sharing it
provides.
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2.5 The Properties and Social Aspects ofBlogging
There are numerous reasons for why blogging can be a good method ofknowledge
sharing. The special properties and highly social aspects it possesses are what makes
it unique and suitable for thispurpose.
Bloggers can connect to one another very easily. In fact the blogosphere is an
enormous network ofinterlinked blogs. Those sharing the same interests tend to link
heavily to one another and as aresult form clusters within the vast blogosphere.
Blogs are also very viral in nature. Content is delivered rapidly and a hot story can
spread like wild fire, sparking afruitful debate. Another aspect of this rapid delivery
is the fact that it's very easy to publish content on a blog.
Besides rapid delivery, blogs also offer high searchability. Each post can be tagged
with acategory and can be retrieved easily by simply searching within that specific
chosen category.
Storing content as it grows is very easy to do with ablog. Retrieving is also simple
and isn't tedious. Categories (also known as tags) are included in posts and act as a
taxonomy which organizes blog posts accordingly.
2.6 Social Contexts and Lev Vygotsky's Theory of Learning
Each community ofbloggers discussing acertain topic also acts as a social context in
which the understanding ofthe knowledge being discussed is socially constructed.
This, according to Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky, is the type of context in
which learning can properly take place [13].
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Social constructivism is a variety ofcognitive constructivism that emphasizes
the collaborative nature of much learning. Social constructivism was
developed by post-revolutionary Soviet psychologist, Lev Vygotsky.
... He argued that all cognitive functions originate in, and must therefore be
explained as products of, social interactions and that learning was not simply
the assimilation and accommodation ofnew knowledge by learners; it was the
process by which learners were integrated into aknowledge community [13].
The blogosphere is avast space with many small knowledge communities. It is the
process itself of integrating and engaging aknowledge community that brings about
learning and facilitates good knowledge exchange.
2.7 Factors That Make a Blog Successful At Knowledge Sharing
As mentioned previously, blogs are essentially asocial medium and the blogosphere
is a vast social network in which like-minded bloggers form clusters and
communities.
The primary factor that determines the success of a blog as a tool for knowledge
sharing is social activity. Just like in the real world, online, how well a blogger
socializes determines the success ofthat blogger's blog. This can be broken down
into two things, firstly, what you have to say, and secondly, how well you market
yourself.
2.7.1 Content
The originality and value a blogger provides in the form of content is the first factor
which makes a blog successful atknowledge sharing.
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Frequent blog posts containing unique content eventually attract aloyal readership. A
portion of this readership then begins to comment regularly on each post and in the
process forms acommunity which engages in knowledge sharing.
2.7.2 Social Marketing
Writing regular solid content alone won't do the job. Ablogger needs to interact with
other bloggers and the communities on their blogs. This is done by commenting on
posts ofother blogs, linking to them and adding commentary about what they think.
Bloggers who promote their blog posts on major social media sites such as YouTube
also tend to do very well. YouTube gets millions of unique visitors every month and
has a hugeactive community of commenters.
Commenting on blogs and YouTube, and linking to other blogs with the intention of




3.1 Researching Existing Blog-Communities
The first step in conducting this research is studying existing online communities of
bloggers who discuss the relevant topics of learning, knowledge management and
personal development. One must locate them and observe the interactions and
knowledge exchange that occurs within them in order to determine their well-being.
3.1.1 Exploring Technorati's Data
Technorati is the premiere destination on the internet which provides data on the
blogosphere. As ofearly 2007, Technorati was tracking over 70 million blogs [4].
Finding blogs discussing specific topics is easy when using Technorati. It monitors
daily posts published on blogs and classifies them according to the categories they're
tagged with.
So, for example, ifIwant the latest posts about knowledge management, all Ineed to
do is key in "knowledge management" and search it in Technorati. This will result in
a listing ofrecent blog posts tagged with "knowledge management".
All that's required is exploring the resulting list to see which blogs are focused on
knowledge management and discuss it most of the time. An important aspect of this
search is to have alook ateach blog's blogroll, a list oflinks to other blogs on similar
and related topics. Eventually, a community of more than 20 blogs covering the
relevant subjects canbe easily found.
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3.1.2 Analyzing Content
***.__ i__„t: *.u« ui«„ ^m™..™^ the nf*v* *t<*o 's to analyze the content beingrtltCr lUUalillg Lilt. U1U£ ^v/(iiiii«iwi}, «.i»V •.*-.— ~l-j- j
published both in posts and in the comments section since that will determine the
quality of the discussions and also will indicate how knowledgeable the community is
about the topic being discussed. Looking at the content also shows how diverse the
opinionsavailableare.
3.1.3 Observing Activity
Besides content quality, the level of activity is also important. Blog communities that
post frequently and almost daily are the ones with very vibrant and lively discussions.
They have momentum and are usually very passionate about what they discuss given




4.1 Setting up the Blog
Setting up one's own blog is the first step involved in the implementation stage. If
one chooses to have abasic set-up then registering for a free blog at available services
like Wordpress.com and Google's Blogger is the ideal option. However, for the
purpose of this research, I decided against going with a basic set-up and opting
instead for a professional approach which involves a number ofaspects.
When entering acommunity of bloggers, one needs to become acontributor through
commenting and also by publishing posts on his or her own blog. The more value a
contributor can provide, the better the learning experience and discussions will be.
Furthermore, commenting on other blogs will attract traffic to one's newly
implemented blog. Traffic is very essential because without it there is no readership
andwithout a readership, there can't be anydiscussion.
4.1.1 Getting a Domain Name and Selecting a Platform
Most blogs are hosted on websites like WordPress.com and Google's Blogger.com
for free. Professional bloggers however who are serious and dedicated get their own
domain names and paid hosting.
As a result I decided to implement the blog, PassionBasedLearning.com by following
the professional method since it creates stronger credibility in the eyes of new
readers. New readers tend to take a blog with its own bought domain name more
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seriously than free blogs. Moreover, going for paid hosting provides much more
flexibility in designing the blog and customizing its important features.
The chosen system to use is the WordPress open-source blogging platform which is
very popular amongst many highly influential bloggers. The platform is designed
with MySQL, PHP, CSS and HTML, and is rather easy even for an amateur
programmer to modify.
Agreat aspect about WordPress is that it also has thousands of available plug-ins
designed by its countless fans worldwide. These plug-ins add up extra functionality to
the system. They can turn it from asimple yet very sufficient blogging platform into a
full-fledged and powerful content management system.
Backto Passion-Based Learning
Lost your password?
Figure 6 Atypical WordPress login page
4.1.2 Writing Solid Content
Before starting to market the blog, it must contain a few good posts with solid and
well-written content. This will makenewreaders and visitors to the blog, stick around
longer and explore it which will in turn convert some ofthem into becoming regular
readers and commenters.
Another important aspect to.writing solid content is that it is precisely this type of
useful content that receives links and mentions from others blogs. Links bring traffic
and are a form of social interaction in the blogosphere.
Furthermore, words are essentially how you express yourselfand personality. Just as
in real life, if one is shy and doesn't communicate clearly, getting ideas across won't
be easy. The same thing applies online. Quality content is king.
Copyrighting one's original content is also something important. A popular and
simple way todo that onthe internet iswith Creative Commons copyright licenses.
4.1.3 Design
The design of the blog must be content-centric which means that it should make the
content easy to read. Forexample, having red text against a purple background isvery
bad content-centric design because it makes reading very difficult. However, the
usual black text against a white background is much more readable.
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Learning Through Disagreement
P-.:?[t? on iv^c;'; '.:«"•':, ?'J$i %'Mmm\(\<sH '••<-. Miscellaneous Learning Tips:
Imagine ifyou sal down for a conversationwith a person who held the same exact
views you did on any.and every single topic. Gosh, thai wouldbe so boringand very
non-beneficialfor learning nowwouldn't it? Jusi visualize a blogpost wilh213
comments all saying something aiong the lines of"1 agree".
Not fun
Disagreement is a wonderful thing - creative disagreement that is, the kind that's not
destructive but constructive and instructive. Ifanything il'slhoughi-pravokingand very
engaging as it exposes your mind to new and unique perspectives.
Lookingto have intense brain orgasms? Read an eloquently.wrillen book and consume
infoimation coming from a perspective you disagree with. To dc it right and enjoy the
process though, you'll need to have an open mind and a iaid-back attitude. Of course,
ifthe informationyou consume is designed with a clear intendto offend,.thenit will be
understandable ifyou get offended. However, ifyou're easily provokedby something
polite but contradictory to what you believe, it might be due to being highly defensive
and sensitive
It need not be like that. You don't have !o swalloweverything. Allyou need !o do is
simply consider il or a1 least some parts of it. Itwon't hurl.
Our initial reaction when faced Ity things we disagree with is usually resistance.
Whenever you feel that resistance, take it as a sign of a learningopportunity, you can
throw it away or grasp it. I choose the latter because often, one oflhe Mowing
happens:
• i become awaie of a perspeclive I never even knew esisled









: The .Undeniably MassiyeliVvp&rtancfc of
•:.Pa»sfen :-; .' ..-.,'-.-.!.'•
. •"-' &*sy;- PawerfurSlspStc"Cr-Jale a -
:""Personal Learning Envsanmsirt ::;-.;.
: 'Ove'CGmeFear-3y I'fof Qvarco'mlhg Fear
.;: ?• Stepslo-B^comina, a Self-f*"ta;;ht • •
-•-'Exceri-oryqijr'Oaswted'Dpnreih'
'••• The-iDltimatfr '^stxrf 50-Kick-As^ Bbqs
Togossl.your'Uaminji Experience
The 7 >3realThings Sloggrnq Didfor Me
and Can Dolor You" " '.
4.1.4 Search Engine Optimization
There are tricks one can apply when designing the blog to make it easier for search
engine spiders to crawl on it and hence index its content in high ranking positions in
search engines.
For instance, people searching for knowledge management, learning and personal
development related articles on search engines like Google and Yahoo will see the
links to relevant posts that I write containing the keywords they are looking for. That
will slowly build up traffic to the site from search engine.
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Over time, this traffic can contribute a lot to the blog but more notably, it's free traffic
that doesn't cost any money to attract. In addition to that, the traffic is from the target
market I want to promote the blog to - people interested in iearning, knowledge
management and personal development.
There are numerous ways to optimize a blog for higher rankings in search engines.
The first is to make sure that the titles of posts are surrounded by the <hl> HTML
code. Search engine crawlers give more priority to relevant keywords wrapped by
<hl> codes. A second method is to include popular keywords people search in the
titles and content of blog posts. Furthermore, pinging and submitting the blog to be
indexed quickly in the webmaster sections of Google and Yahoo helps the blog get
better rankings in search engines.
The follow is a table showing the changes made to some portions of code for
improved SEO. The posts' titles were originally wrapped in H2 tags in the open-
source WordPress design I chose.
BEFORE
<div class-'post-title"> <h2xa href="<?php the_permalink() ?>" rel-'bookmark" title-'Permanent Link to <?php the_tttle();
?>"><?php the_title(); ?></a></h2>
AFTER
<div class="post-title"> <hlxa href="<?php the_permalink() 7>" rel="bookmark" titIe="Permanent Link to <?php the_title();
?>"><?php theJitleO; ?></a></h 1>
Table 1 SEO code modification
Together with solid content and incoming links from other blogs, the above methods
work well hand in hand to boost the search engine rankings of the blog and hence
attract traffic and a targeted readership.
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4.2 Highlighting RSS Subscription Options
A blog's Rich Site Summary (RSS) should be very visible and highlighted. A blogger
should always encourage readers to subscribe to the feed. Feedbumer is a service that
lets bloggers track how many people are subscribed to each of their blogs. It also
shows the daily activity of how many people burned the feeds and read material from
the blogs.
This is how individual posts look with the Feedbumer RSS subscription options
highlighted at the end ofeach one:




Enter Your Email Address:
[Send MeFREE Content!
Delivered_by rsiiiBui-iei
lol@ "Ihope you disagree"
For me, it's not so much whether you agree or
disagree with something, because.with many
issues it's not a two-sided thing. What comes really
helpful is peepte sharing their own perspectives of
the issue - often it's one that you haven't
considered yel, and it fleshes out the issue and
generates more creativity.
Amir, nice topic. Sorry to disappoint ycu and agree
with the post :-)
People generally don't lihe to move out of their
comfort zone. That's why they subscribe to media
that supports their view of the world, it's why the
world laughs at us Americans for eating at
McDonalds when in Europe.:-)
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4.3 Promoting the Blog
Now that the blog is ready, the next step is to promote it.
43.1 Commenting On Other Blogs
The easiest and quickest way to promote one's blog is to comment on other big ones
with large readerships discussing similar topics. Using Technorati, I found great blogs
and began contributing in their comments section. I gave my opinions about the
blogger's posts and interacted with other commenters. It's a form of social interaction
and networking.
4.3.2 Emails to Fellow Bloggers
After creating a list of about 50 blogs with shared interests, blogging about the same
topics my blog is focused on, I began emailing the bloggers to introduce myself as
someone who is new in the "neighborhood". This creates awareness amongst those
bloggers in my field, that there is a new one who just started out. Creating familiarity
is useful since it doesn't make me seem like a stranger.
4.3.3 Social Media Marketing
Social media marketing is a very powerful way of promoting websites and blogs
online. This is because there are many social media sites available on the internet now
covering a wide a range of topics. Many of them have millions of signed up members
who discuss different topics which are categorized by the community using
folksonomies. There are many big social media websites on the internet and I chose
to focus my attention on two of the most popular ones.
Digg:
Digg is a huge website containing socially-driven content. Stories and blog posts are
submitted which makes them appear in the "Upcoming Stories" sections of the site. If
users like the story, they vote for it. If they don't like it, they burry it.
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When a story or blog post gets enough votes, a headline linking to it goes to the main
page which then makes the thousands of people who are online at any given time
ciick on it and visit the website or blog. This drives a lot of traffic and new
readership. Besides voting and burying stories, Digg's users also interact with each
other and forward one another useful stories.
StumbleUpon:
StumbleUpon is a little similar to Digg. Users submit a story and if they like it, they
give it a "thumbs up" vote and if they dislike it, a "thumbs down". A "thumbs up"
vote is basically a recommendation to other readers. Every time you click "Stumble",
StumbleUpon takes you to a random website related to your interest which you can
then vote for and review. If enough people vote positively for a story, video, picture,
or blog post, the system will send significant traffic in hundreds and sometimes even
thousands of people. I submitted my own blog posts from time to time.
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I launched the blog on 31st January and so far the results have been positive. The
online promotion efforts have been successful, especially ones focused On using
StumbeUpon.
5.1 Traffic Results and the Blog's Status





Table 2 Blog's status
The total number of visits has been 8,474 mostly from the United States. The page
views are 14,760. This data is measure by Google Analytics, a free web application
that tracks a website's incoming traffic and analyzes it. The highest number of RSS
subscribers recorded by Feedbumer is 100.
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Table 3 Readership and traffic stats
5.2 Social Media Marketing Results
The results of social media marketing are encouraging. I did a decent amount of
networking online through Digg and especially StumbleUpon with people sharing
similar interests related to the topics the implemented blog covers.
Welcome AmirAhmad86
r-ike.- '.'." pipes j . ."it- . 7 iihc".:*• -
Whet's New Frfworiles
Your 32 mutual friends












Figure 10 Snapshot ofStumbleUpon friends
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As the figure above shows, I befriended 92 people and I was befriended by 32 who
kept track of my blog and what I Stumbled.
5.3 SEO Results
The results of search engine optimization weren't noticeable and I believe this is
because the blog is still new. To rank well in search engines, a blog needs to have a
good number of incoming links and since the blog has only been recently established
there aren't many incoming linksas would be preferred.
5.4 Results of Commenting On Other Blogs
Commenting on the numerous blogs I read had a significant contribution to traffic.
With the exception of one very large one, most blogs contributed small amounts of




During the project, I learned more about the subjects I covered through reading other
similar blogs and also by engaging with commenters. By measuring, the current level
of participation and emails I've received, it is evident that blogging and the blog
implemented for the purpose of this study, are indeed useful knowledge sharing tools.
The 100 RSS subscribers are social proof that people found the blog beneficial.
Furthermore so is the positive feedback received from the Digg community. As
explained previously, when a post is submitted to Digg, people can "Digg it" if they
like it or "Burry it" if they don't. The following figure is further proof of the positive
impression.
And there you have it...
That's basically it! Take yourtime and apply those steps to create the personal
learning environment you desire. Embrace this powerful system offree web-based
services, immerse yourself and like a sponge, absorb all you can. You may also
compliment your diet of blogs posts and articles with other forms ofmedia such as
podcasts and videos. Last but not least act on what you've learned,




Figure 11 Example ofa post that was well-received
As demonstrated above, that particular blog post received 99 Diggs after I requested
from readers to vote for it.
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Here is the same post at the Digg website:
AN N- .. Videos Images Podcasr. ". Customize




;Ji Discover the bestofthe web!
<v_J " Learn more about Digg by taking the tour.
99
digg it
:.3SV \ p^-i > «-. :•
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pa.s3ionbasedlearning.com—- A personal learning environment (RLE) is a
helps learners manage and take control of their own learning. It indue
communicating with others learning the same thing you are. A PLE c
steroids. It makes it fun and increases productivity.




Comments |3) Who Dugg or Blogged It? Blog it
Global Setting
Really interesting reading - thanks for sharing.
•l^^v:^iriiMhmMl&Sbn:Q2A36^20b8 :":1'--,.^:,",;/:-:^r;;:•-.,••:•.•,/:v-::.;:;.
Figure 12 A snapshot of a well-received post at Digg
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The study clearly demonstrates that blogging as a means of knowledge sharing should
be taken very seriously. It works and is increasingly being adopted by major
organizations and educational institutions as a good method of learning.
It is best when carried out as a self-initiativedriven by a passion to learn new things.
The reward of learning new things is already an incentive and doing it on the vast
open internet is very possible and easy.
Besides demonstrating the benefits of blogging for knowledge sharing, the study also
demonstrates the benefits of using social media sites like StumbleUpon for
networking with like-minded individuals and gaining exposure for a newly launched
blog.
The best way of finding out the great benefits is by experiencing the exercise of
blogging itself. Once someone delves into it and begins using blogs for learning, the
benefits involved become very obvious.
For the purpose of future related researches, it would be interesting to carry out the
outlined steps in this study'but instead of doing so individually; they can be done in a
group so that each individual's results can be compared with the rest. This, I believe,
will contribute to a more accurate conclusion.
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